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                                 FACTS 

• 23 years in travel business 

• Based in Prague, Czech republic 

• Wide area of destinations covered: all cities from 
Paris to Vladivostok and from Helsinki to Rome 

• Whole range of services for MICE groups, leisure 
groups, FIT, students and also 

     film production

                                CORE PRINCIPLES 

• Tourismer operates based on the following core principles: 

• We never compromise our service levels. Whether our clients are 
students on a budget or corporate executives – we attend to every 
detail, so you don’t have to. 

• We always follow through on our promises and take absolute 
responsibility for everything we provide to guarantee worry-free 
group travel. 

• We care about each and every customer, regardless of the number 
of travellers that we serve simultaneously. Tourists for us are not 
numbers; they are people with real names, faces, and needs. 

• - We only offer services to destinations that we have explored 
personally. We uncover the best of what is on offer and use that 
knowledge to tailor each itinerary to your specific requests. 

• We never say “no”; Whereas others frequently can’t or won’t work 
on complex inquiries, we love a challenge! We only rest when 
we’ve satisfied your every desire, and we always offer you a range 
of rates on accommodation and services.

                                WORK ETHICS 

• We don’t use any intermediate companies: we work directly with all hotels, transport 
companies, restaurants, and guides in all destinations. Thanks to personal 
relationships and volume discounts, we’re able to secure the best rates on the market 
for our partners. 

• We want to hear about your customer’s ideal trip; tell us what has been bouncing 
around in their imagination so we can make this the experience of a lifetime. 
Wherever possible we offer customisable programs. You can update your queries as 
often as necessary to elicit the ideal “Yes, this is what I dreamed of” post-trip 
evaluation from your customers. 

• We believe that any trip, even business one – should have a little room for a holiday. 

• Therefore, we add something unusual and memorable to every itinerary. 

• And the most important: Tourism is not our job, Tourism is our life! 

• Let’s work, let’s create, and let’s enjoy the wonderful world of tourism together!ABOUT 
 TOURISMER
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ABOUT 
In this catalogue we gathered all our latest know-how, knowledge 
and creations. 

Beside the general information, we give details of all major tours 
and sightseeing in all places. 

Our collection of leisure tours is much wider, than is given in this 
catalogue. But given 

tours show the best cities’ combinations in terms of distance, 
sightseeing, length of the 

tour and prices. Based on given examples, you can get an idea 
and then decide, what exactly can suite your customer’s certain 
needs. 

City breaks are given specially to give you an idea of a basic stay’ 
cost in each city. 

We serve big numbers of MICE groups; each group is different 
and has specific demands. Most of groups seek for something 
special and unique. That is why we collected most interesting 
solutions for such kind of groups 
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Day 1  Arrival to Vienna, transfer to the hotel (D) 
Check in to the hotel and time to refresh 
Half  day  city  tour  including  visit  of  Schonnbrunn  Palace.     
This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse travellers can see numerous grand buildings, such as the 
MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History Museum, the cultural 
district the Museums Quartier, the Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burgtheater. We drive past the Belvedere Palace, 
which houses the largest and most previous Gustav Klimt collection in the world.The highlight of the tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace, once the 
summer residence of the Habsburg family and home of Maria Theresia.  
Dinner at an Indian restaurant 
Overnignt in Vienna 

Day 2  VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Vienna woods: It’s a half-day excursion, which demonstrates the most beautiful sights of the southern part of Vienna Woods. Passing the Roman City of 
Baden which is famous for its thermal springs, the bus drives through the romantic valley Helenental to the former Mayerling hunting lodge, (visit of memoral chapel), 
where Crown Prince Rudolph together with Baronesse Vetsera died tragically in 1889. In the Cistercian  Abbey of Heiligenkreuz (1133) travelers visit the Medieval 
cloister, which houses the remains of last the Babenberger. Then the tour proceeds via the Höldrichsmühle and arrives at the Seegrotte. After a boatride on the largest 
subterranean lake in Europe tourists leave the Vienna Woods and return to Vienna.  
Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Vienna  

Day 3   VIENNA – PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Prague ( 344 km or 3:50 hours )  
Hotel check in  
Evening orientation tour of Prague  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 4   PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town 
area, famous with the best example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area 
and Old town square with the famous Astronomical clocks. During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was 
never destroyed during its 1000 years history. During the tour there is also visit of one of the most famous breweries in Czech Republic – Staropramen with beer tasting. 
Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 5  PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel  
Full day tour to Karlovy Vary, world famous spa resort, known with its 13 mineral springs, splendid architecture and also visitors, among whom were almost all world 
kings and presidents as well as film and pop stars.  During the tour there is also visit famous crystal factory Moser. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 6 PRAGUE (B) 
 Breakfast at the hotel 
 Departure to the airport BACK TO TOP
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Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Vienna at the hotel Courtyard Marriott 4* or similar,  

- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar,  
- 5 x dinners in Halal restaurants,  

- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary,  
- Tours according to program  

- Transportation by private coach,  
- 1 L of water per person per day,  

- Entrances to Schonbrunn Palace,, seegrotto boat ride,  entrances to Staropramen  brewery 
and Moser crystal factory, trip to Karlovy Vary 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  

- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be 

changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 

the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the year 2017  

- Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer 
months July – August)  

  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period
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Program of the tour: 

1st day PRAGUE (D) 
Arrival to the airport Ruzyne, meeting with the local guide. Transfer to the hotel, check in 
19.00 - Dinner at the Indian restaurant 

2nd day PRAGUE (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  10.00 – 14.00 Half day tour of Prague.  

Half day city tour  
The coach brings tourists up to the Prague Castle. Tourists will see the Prague castle – residence of Czech kings; St. Vitus cathedral – one of the biggest and the most beautiful in the world; 
Golden Lane – small ancient street with fairy small houses and Franz Kafka’ house.  
The tour includes the visit of the Royal Palace, famous with its huge Wladislav Hall.  
After the Prague castle tour proceeds along the Kings’ road to the Lesser town area. In this area everybody will admire the St. Nikolas church - the best sample of Baroque in Prague.  
Then tour proceeds to the world famous Charles Bridge. During the tour of the bridge travelers will hear lot of mystic, fantastic, but real stories that came from the depth of the centuries.  
Continue of the tour: Old town, Jewish quarter, Wenceslas square. The Old town square with famous Astronomical clocks is the historical center of the city and site of many significant events; 
there is a monument to the reformer Jan Hus by Ladislav Saloun. Old Town square is unique complex of architectural and historic monuments. Jewish quarter is remarkable with seven 
synagogues remain from this old settlement which includes the Jewish Town Hall and the Old Jewish Cemetery - the oldest in Europe. Wenceslas square is the shopping center of Prague. In the 
upper part of the square is the statue of St. Wenceslas with four patron saints of Bohemia. A neo-Renaissance building of the National Museum is the main landmark of the square.  

  Free time for shopping and leisure in the centre. 
  20.00 - boat cruise on Vltava river with lunch 
  23.00 – visit of the Dancing fountains show 

3rd day PRAGUE (B, L, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  09.00 – 17.00 Full day tour to Karlovy Vary (120 km, 1,5 hrs driving) 

Karlovy Vary full day tour. 
A full day sightseeing tour to the most famous spa town in the Czech Republic, Karlovy Vary, located to the west of Prague, near the German border. 
The way to Karlovy Vary from Prague takes 2 hours.  
The spa town was built during the Middle Ages after the discovery of hot mineral springs. It is a clean, elegant town with gracious colonnades and picturesque boulevards, surrounded by forest. 
The invigorating waters are used to treat all kinds of disorders and for general well-being. Among famous past visitors are Russian tsar Peter the Great and poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 
who both praised the healing effects of the mineral springs. 
12 hot springs are in use. The best-known spring is Vridlo, which belches its curative water to a height of 17m. Morning walking tour of Karlovy Vary includes a taste of the waters. 
Those that wish can take a swim in the thermal swimming pool - bring your swimming costume and a towel. 
For the rest, there is free time to explore the cafes and small shops in Karlovy Vary, including the Moser glass shop. 

   
20.00 - Dinner at the Indian restaurant upon return to Prague 

   
4th day PRAGUE – VIENNA (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel and check out 

08.00 - Morning departure to Vienna, capital of Austria (350 km, 4 hrs driving) 
  13.00 - Lunch and check in the hotel upon arrival to Vienna   
  3 hours sightseeing tour of Vienna 
  Half day city tour including visit of Schonnbrunn Palace.  

This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse guide shows numerous magnificent buildings, such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the 
Museum of Fine Arts and the Natural History Museum, the cultural district the MuseumsQuartier, the former Habsburg winter residence, the Hofburg, the Parliament, the City Hall and the 
Burgtheater. The highlight of this tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace. In this former summer residence of the Habsburg family lived e.g. Maria Theresia. On the way back to 
the opera bus will pass by the Belvedere Palace, the former summer residence of Prince Eugen, which houses the largest and the most precious Gustav Klimt collection in the world. 

20.00 – dinner at the Indian restaurant 

BACK TO TOP
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5th day VIENNA (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

09.00 -13.00 Half day tour to Vienna Woods, including visit of the underground lake Seegrotte  
Half day tour Vienna woods.  
It’s a half-day excursion, which demonstrates the most beautiful sights of the southern part of Vienna Woods. Passing the Roman City of Baden which is famous for its thermal springs, the bus 
drives through the romantic valley Helenental to the former Mayerling hunting lodge, (visit of memoral chapel), where Crown Prince Rudolph together with Baronesse Vetsera died tragically in 
1889. In the Cistercian Abbey of Heiligenkreuz (1133) travelers visit the Medieval cloister, which houses the remains of last the Babenberger. Then the tour proceeds via the Höldrichsmühle and 
arrives at the Seegrotte. After a boatride on the largest subterranean lake in Europe tourists leave the Vienna Woods and return to Vienna. 
Free afternoon 

  19.00 - Dinner at the Indian restaurant 

6th day VIENNA – BRATISLAVA – BUDAPEST (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel and check out 

08.00 - Departure to Budapest via Bratislava (Vienna – Bratislava – 80 km, 1 hr driving; Bratislava – Budapest – 200 km, 2,5 hrs driving) 
  10.00 -12.00 tour of Bratislava. 
  2 hours city tour 

Bratislava is neatly divided by the Danube River. On the north bank are the less attractive high-rise blocks erected under Communist occupation (1968-89). On the north bank is the 
comparatively tiny but beautifully restored historic quarter of the Old Town (Stare Mesto), now devoted almost entirely to tourism. 
Bratislava Old Town, much of which is pedestrianised, is characterised by its charming Hapsburg baroque architecture, including many former palaces. Hlavne Square sits at its heart, containing 
the Old City Hall, and parallel, running north to south, the old Michalska and Venturska streets lead past a number of historical sites. 
The town has a rich musical pedigree and includes the childhood performance venues of Mozart and Franz Liszt. Zelená Ulica runs off Michalska and is one of the narrowest streets in the city, 
home to Academia Istropolitana, the first university in the Hungarian Kingdom. Don't miss a stroll along the charming pedestrian promenade which begins at the National Theatre (and 
MacDonalds!), with its statuary, fountains and many cafés. 
At the other end of the Old Town is St Martin's Cathedral, which hosted the coronation of exiled Hungarian kings during the period when most of Hungary was under Ottoman rule. The city also 
boasts a number of copper-domed churches, palaces, and, just outside the walls, the dominant landmark of Bratislava Castle. 

  14.00 - Continue of driving to Budapest 
  16.00 - Check in the hotel in Budapest. 
  Free time 
  19.00 - Dinner at the Indian restaurant   

7th day BUDAPEST (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  09.00 – 13.00 half day city tour 
  Half day city tour 

It starts from the Chain bridge, passes the Parliament (the most picturesque building of the city) and leads to the Castle. Walk of the castle district, visit of the Firshermen bastion and Matthias 
church. Then drive to the Gellert Hill (Citadel) for the amazing view of Budapest, after that – Central Market hall with the largest synagogue of Europe. Tour continues with the photo stop at 
Heroes square. And it finishes at the downtown Pest.   

    
14.00 – 17.00 -Half day tour to the handicraft village Sczentendre 
After lunch bus continues to Szentendre, a historical artists' village. Szentendre has been populated for over a thousand years. During the Romans' reign until the 4th century A.D., it was called 
Ulcisia Castra (Wolf Castle in Latin). The town is situated on a series of small slopes right along the River Danube. The colorful Baroque buildings, cobblestone streets and narrow alleyways 
leading to hilltop churches amaze children and their parents alike _ there is something for everyone in this town! Speaking of kids, highlights include the Marzipan Museum, where Hungary's 
former rulers_ statues will greet you with a sweet smile , as they are all made of marzipan and chocolate. Wine connoisseurs will certainly appreciate the Hungarian National Wine Museum, set 
up in an ancient wine cellar below the water level of the Danube.  
Since the 1500s Szentendre is the center of the Serb community in Hungary, the Holy Trinity Monument, the Belgrade Church and the Blagovestenska Church are important historical sights. The 
Margit Kovacs Museum is an extensive collection of Margit Kovacs's ceramic works featuring a unique synthesis of folk and Byzantine motifs.  

   
  Free afternoon 

20.00 - Dinner with the unlimited wine consumption and Gipsy show at the historical wine cellar Borkatakomba 

8th day BUDAPEST – DEPARTURE (B) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Check out and transfer to the airport for a return flight 

BACK TO TOP
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Cost includes: 
For 2-4 persons: 
3 nights accommodation in Prague at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Vienna at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Budapest at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
5 x dinners  at the Halal restaurants with transfers 
local lunch in Karlovy Vary 
dinner with Gipsy show in Budapest 
boat cruise  with buffet lunch in Prague 
boat cruise with champaign in Budapest 
entrance tickets to the Schonnbrunn palace, Seegrotte lake & Visegrad castle 
train tickets Prague – Vienna & Vienna – Budapest 
SIC based tours with pick up from hotels

Hotels Combination: 
A)  
Prague – hotel Iris Congress 4* 
Vienna – Eventhotel Pyramida 3* 
Budapest – hotel Ibis Centre 3* or Mercure Buda 4* 

B) 
Prague – hotel Diplomat 4* or Park Inn 4* 
Vienna – hotel Ananas 4* or Delta 4* 
Budapest – hotel Novotel Congress 4* 

C) 
Prague – hotel Corinthia Towers 5* 
Vienna – Parkhotel Schonnbrunn 4* Deluxe 
Budapest – Hilton Westend 5* 
Cost includes: 
For 2-4 persons: 
3 nights accommodation in Prague at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Vienna at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Budapest at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
5 x dinners  at the Halal restaurants with transfers 
local lunch in Karlovy Vary 
dinner with Gipsy show in Budapest 
boat cruise  with buffet lunch in Prague 
boat cruise with champaign in Budapest 
entrance tickets to the Schonnbrunn palace, Seegrotte lake & Visegrad castle 
train tickets Prague – Vienna & Vienna – Budapest 
SIC based tours with pick up from hotels 

For 6 persons: 
3 nights accommodation in Prague at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Vienna at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Budapest at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
buffet breakfast 
5 x dinners  at the Halal restaurants with transfers 
local lunch in Karlovy Vary 
dinner with Gipsy show in Budapest 
boat cruise  with buffet lunch in Prague 
boat cruise with champaign in Budapest 
entrance tickets to the Schonnbrunn palace, Seegrotte lake & Visegrad castle 
private minivan for the entire tour 
accommodation for the driver 
private guides in each city 

For 10 – 40 persons: 
3 nights accommodation in Prague at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Vienna at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
2 nights accommodation in Budapest at the selected hotel  with buffet breakfast 
buffet breakfast 
5 x dinners  at the Halal restaurants with transfers 
local lunch in Karlovy Vary 
dinner with Gipsy show in Budapest 
boat cruise  with buffet lunch in Prague 
boat cruise with champaign in Budapest 
entrance tickets to the Schonnbrunn palace, Seegrotte lake & Visegrad castle 
private coach for the entire tour 
private guide/ tour leader for the entire itinerary 
accommodation for the driver & and guide 
1 FOC in sgl room

Prices don't include: 

-  any other meal rather than mentioned above: 
tips to driver and guide 
any personal expenses 
porterage at hotels or at train stations/ airports 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of 
changing taxes rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant 
increase of the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the 
summer months July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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Day 1  BUDAPEST (D) 
Arrival to Budapest, transfer to the hotel 
Check in to the hotel and time to refresh 
Half day city tour of Budapest:  We start the tour from the Chain Bridge. First, we take the Margaret Bridge and drive over to Buda. We stop in the Castle District and during a short walk we show you 
the main attractions of the area. We walk to Matthias Church and to the Fishermen’s Bastion (from where you can enjoy the beautiful panorama).Next, we drive to the Gellért Hill (Citadel) and show 
you the most spectacular view of Budapest. We then take you across the Elisabeth Bridge to Pest and show you the famous Central Market Hall, followed by the largest Synagogue of Europe and the 
City Park. We pass by Europe’s largest thermal spa, the Budapest Zoo and the Amusement Park, after which stop at the Heroes’ Square (with statues of the most famous Hungarian kings and dukes). 
We then take the Andrássy Avenue to downtown Pest, pass by the Opera House and the St Stephen’s Basilica. We then get off the bus again and take an interior visit of the impressive neo-gothic House 
of Parliament (guided tour incl.). During the tour we offer a brief overview of the last 1000 years of Hungarian history.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Budapest  

Day 2  BUDAPEST (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Szentendre handcraft village:   
We take you to the picturesque Artist’s Village, called Szentendre. We wander around the baroque settlement, built on medieval ruins and walk along the narrow streets. We invite you for a Lángos 
(fried Hungarian flat bread)*.  
Then you will have the opportunity to go shopping or to visit the Margit Kovács Ceramic Museum or the Confectionery Museum (marzipan figures).  
Afternoon free for leisure or shopping  
Evening boat cruise on Danube river  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Budapest  

Day 3   BUDAPEST – BRATISLAVA - PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Departure  to  Prague  via  Bratislava  (Budapest  –  Bratislava  –   200 km,  2,5 hr  driving;  Bratislava  –  Prague  –  350 km,  2,5  hrs  driving)   
2 hours city tour  of  Bratislava.   
Bratislava  is  neatly  divided  by  the  Danube  River.  On  the  north  bank  are  the  less  attractive  highrise  blocks  erected  under  Communist  occupation.On   the  north  bank  is  the 
 comparatively  tiny  but  beautifully  restored  historic  quarter  of  the  OldTown  (Stare  Mesto),  now  devoted  almost  entirely  to  tourism.  Bratislava  Old  Town,  much  of  which  is 
 pedestrianized,  is  
characterised  by  its  charming  Hapsburg  baroque  architecture,  including  many  former  palaces.  Hlavne  Square  sits  at  its  heart,  containing  the  Old  City  Hall,  and  parallel,  running 
 north  to  south,  the  old  Michalska  and  Venturska  streets  lead  past  a  number  of  historical  sites.  The town  has  a  rich  musical  pedigree  and  includes  the  childhood  performance  venues 
 of  Mozart  and  Franz  Liszt.  Zelená  Ulica  runs  off  Michalska  and  is  one  of  the  narrowest  streets  in  the  city,  home  to   

Academia  Istropolitana,  the  Dirst  university  in  the  Hungarian  Kingdom.  Don't  miss  a  stroll  along  the  charming  pedestrian  
 promenade  which  begins  at  the  National  Theatre  (and  MacDonalds!),  with  its  statuary,  fountains  and  many  cafés.  At  the  other  end  of  the  Old  Town  is  St  Martin's  Cathedral,  which 
 hosted  the  coronation  of  exiled  Hungarian  kings  during  the  period  when  most  of  Hungary  was  under  Ottoman  rule.  The  city  also  boasts  a  number  of  copperdomed  churches,  palaces, 
 and,  just  outside  the  walls,  the  dominant  landmark  of  Bratislava  Castle.   
Continue  of  driving  to Prague 
Check  in  the  hotel  in  Prague.   
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 4   PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous with the best 
example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square with the famous Astronomical 
clocks. During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 1000 years history. During the tour there is also visit 
of one of the most famous breweries in Czech Republic – Staropramen with beer tasting. 
Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 5  PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel  
Full day tour to Karlovy Vary, world famous spa resort, known with its 13 mineral springs, splendid architecture and also visitors, among whom were almost all world kings and presidents as well as 
film and pop stars.  During the tour there is also visit famous crystal factory Moser. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 6 PRAGUE (B) 
 Breakfast at the hotel 
 Departure to the airport BACK TO TOP
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  commission   

Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Budapest at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar,  
- 5 x dinners in Halal restaurants,  
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary,  
- Tours according to program  
- Transportation by private coach,  
- 1 L of water per person per day,  
- Szentendre, 1 hour boat cruise in Budapest, entrancies brewery and Moser crystal factory, trip to Karlovy Vary 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of the fuel, rates will be 
changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the year 2017  
- Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months July – August)  
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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Day 1  BERLIN (D) 
Arrival to Berlin, transfer to the hotel  
Check in the hotel and time to refresh  
Half day city tour:  
The tour leads to most sights in the center of West and East Berlin. It includes 4 - 5 photo stops and small  walks at selected sights. This large Berlin city tour will give you an 
extensive overview and includes sights such as the Olympic Stadium or the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall) and more stops at sights. Photo stops and small walks 
with detailed explanation at sights for example at Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag Parliament Building and governmental quarters;  Business Center Potsdamer Platz, Checkpoint 
Charlie and / or at the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall), Berlin Olympic Stadium, Charlottenburg Palace, Holocaust Memorial and Traditional center Berlin 
Cathedral and Museum Island.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Berlin  

Day 2  BERLIN (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel  
Tour to the romantic town Potsdam:  
Enjoy a relaxing and harmonious journey through cultural, art and architecture during this sightseeing tour through Potsdam. You'll walk through the marvelous gardens of Sanssouci 
and see famous sights like Sanssouci Palace, New Palace, Palace New Chambers, Historic Windmill, Charlottenhof Palace, the Roman Baths, the Orangery Palace  
and more. You'll also ee the historic sections of the city, the Russian Colony "Alexandrowka" and the Dutch Quarter  
(Holländisches Viertel).The tour includes visit one of the palaces in Sanssouci gardens.  
Afternoon free for shopping and leisure  
Evening visit of the TV tower to see the wonderful evening panorama of the city  
Dinner at the restaurant  
Overnight in Berlin  

Day 3  BERLIN – PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Prague via Dresden (Berlin – Dresden –  200 km,  3 hr  driving;  Dresden –  Prague  –  130 km,  2  hrs  driving)  
2 hours tour in Dresden 
Visit the German Baroque architectural wonder that is the Frauenkirche. Artwork enthralls in the galleries and the Green Vault. These are just a few possibilities for sightseeing in 
Dresden, only two hours from Prague. During this tour you will see the historical center of Dresden and explore all the major sights.  
Evening: Hotel check in  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 4   PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous 
with the best example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square 
with the famous Astronomical clocks. During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 1000 
years history. During the tour there is also visit of one of the most famous breweries in Czech Republic – Staropramen with beer tasting. 
Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  
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Day 5   PRAGUE – SALZBURG (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to SALZBURG ( 374 km or 5:00 hours )  
Hotel check in  
Afternoon: panoramic tour of Salzburg including visit of the salt mines  
This tour offers the opportunity to see as much as possible during the half day in Salzburg. This ancient city is located in a wonderful landscape on the banks of the river Salzach, 
surrounded by magnificent Alps. The walking tour will impress all the important sights of the Old City. The memories of this tour will stay with you forever: Mirabell Gardens, 
Getreidgasse with Mozart’s Birthplace, University Square, Old Market, Residence Square with Residence Fountain, Mozart Square, Cathedral, Cemetery Of St Peter, Kapitel Square at 
the foot of the Fortress Hohen salzburg. This Baroque city draws all visitors within its magic and calm atmosphera. At the end visit salt mines, which gave the name to the beautiful 
town! 
Dinner at an Indian restaurant 
Overnignt in Salzburg 

Day 6  SALZBURG - MUNICH (B, D) 
Transfer to Munich (145 km or 2:00 hours)  
Half day city tour of Munich with visit of the famous BMW museum 
Tour begins at the centre of the Old Town. Founded in 1158 Munich has a rich and colourful history. As you walk through the medieval cobble stoned streets our guide will recount the 
stories of the Dukes and Kings who ruled Bavaria down through the ages. See the famous Glockenspiel in action at the Rathaus (Gothic City Hall) and visit the Frauenkirche 
cathedral. Enjoy the Residenz Palace and St. Peters church. Wander through the Viktualienmarkt market place and the legendry Hofbräuhaus beer hall. Visit of the BMW museum is 
included. 
Hotel check in  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Munich  

Day 7  MUNICH (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel  
Morning: Half day tour to Neuschwanstein Castle - In the midst of the German Alps, the magnificent towers of  Neuschwanstein castle rise in all their majestic splendour – it is simply 
breathtaking!It took 17 years and approx. 6,000,000 gold marks for the egocentric King Ludwig II to convert his fantasy into reality.Since King Ludwig’s mysterious death in 1886, 
millions of people from all over the world have visited Schloss Neuschwanstein.Set in one of the world’s most beautiful locations, the castle overlooks the idyllic 700 year old, medieval 
village of Fussen. The panoramic view from the Marienbruecke (the bridge high above the castle and gorge) is spectacular with unspoilt natural lakes and valleys stretching far into 
the distant horizon.Although unfinished, the interior is hugely impressive. Neuschwanstein is designed in the authentic style of the old German knights’ castles and decorated in themes 
from Wagner’s operas. Concerts are held throughout the year in the splendid archaic surroundings of the vast Singers’ Hall.Listen to the extraordinary stories of King Ludwig II as you 
enjoy the amazing views of Lake Alpen and Swansee. Loose yourself in tranquillity as you gaze at the grandeur of the wonderful Poellat George.Experience an unforgettable day in the 
magic kingdom of the legendry King Ludwig II.  
Evening free time for shopping or leisure  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Munich  

Day 8 MUNICH (B) 
 Breakfast at the hotel 
 Departure to the airport 
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  commission   

Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Art’otel 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar,  
- 1 night accommodation in Salzburg at the hotel Europa 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Munich at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, 
- 7 x dinners in Halal restaurants,  
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary,  
- Tours according to program  
- Transportation by private coach,  
- 1 L of water per person per day,  
- Incl Berlin TV tower, Sanssouci palace, Dresden tour, 1 hour boat cruise in Prague, Salt 
mines, Neuschweinstein castle, BMW factory 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be 
changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the year 2017  
- Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer 
months July – August)  
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period
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Day 1  Arrival to Budapest, transfer to the hotel (D) 
Check in to the hotel and time to refresh 
Half day city tour of Budapest:  We start the tour from the Chain Bridge. First, we take the Margaret Bridge and drive over to Buda. We stop in the Castle District and during a short walk we 
show you the main attractions of the area. We walk to Matthias Church and to the Fishermen’s Bastion (from where you can enjoy the beautiful panorama).Next, we drive to the Gellért Hill 
(Citadel) and show you the most spectacular view of Budapest. We then take you across the Elisabeth Bridge to Pest and show you the famous Central Market Hall, followed by the largest 
Synagogue of Europe and the City Park. We pass by Europe’s largest thermal spa, the Budapest Zoo and the Amusement Park, after which stop at the Heroes’ Square (with statues of the most 
famous Hungarian kings and dukes). We then take the Andrássy Avenue to downtown Pest, pass by the Opera House and the St Stephen’s Basilica. We then get off the bus again and take an 
interior visit of the impressive neo-gothic House of Parliament (guided tour incl.). During the tour we offer a brief overview of the last 1000 years of Hungarian history.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Budapest  

Day 2  BUDAPEST (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Szentendre handcraft village:   
We take you to the picturesque Artist’s Village, called Szentendre. We wander around the baroque  
settlement, built on medieval ruins and walk along the narrrow streets. We invite you for a Lángos (fried Hungarian flat bread)*.  
Then you will have the opportunity to go shopping or to visit the Margit Kovács Ceramic Museum or the Confectionery Museum (marzipan figures).  
Afternoon free for leisure or shopping  
Evening boat cruise on Danube river  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Budapest  

Day 3   BUDAPEST – BRNO - KRAKOW (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Krakow via Brno with guided tour (Budapest  – Brno  –  350 km,  4 hr  driving;  Brno –  Krakow  –  300 km,  3  hrs  driving)  
2 hours tour of Brno 
Get introduced to the Czech Republic's second-largest city on a 2-hour walking tour. For a glimpse of this student city's grand past, check out the Art Nouveau buildings in Brno's Old 
Town, see the imposing castle fortress and prison, and marvel at the soaring twin spires of the neo-Gothic Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul. Visit the Monastery of Capuchin Monks. In 
the monastery's vaults, known as the Capuchin Crypt, mummified monks lie on display in glass coffins for all to see. If you're feeling brave, take the chance to see the mummies. Check out 
Brno's lively Vegetable Market; one of the oldest squares in the city, and make a wish at Parnassus Fountain. See the 19th-century mansion, Klein's Palace, and wander around Freedom 
Square;  During the Christmas holidays in December and Easter holidays in April you will visit traditional markets and get to know get to know the Czech traditions and customs. 
Evening: Hotel check in  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Krakow 

Day 4    KRAKOW (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Departure for the tour at Auschwitz-Birkenau and Wieliczka Salt Mine 

Visit Auschwitz, one of the best-known concentration camps in the world. It includes a visit to Auschwitz I and II. Relive the harrowing experience of the death camps, and see how Auschwitz 
remains as a living monument to death. Go to the Wieliczka Salt Mine, a UNESCO World Heritage site, and one of the most precious and fascinating monuments of material culture in Poland. 
Transfer back to Krakow  
2 hour tour of Krakow 
Begin your tour by visiting the Jewish District of Kazimierz. Explore the area which used to be inhabited by one of the most diverse Jewish communities in Europe. Take a short drive to the 
Wawel Hill, the embodiment of Poland's former monarchical glory. At its summit is the Royal Castle (except Mondays) and a 14th-century cathedral which hosted almost all coronations and 
funerals of the Polish monarchy. Go down Wawel Hill and stroll along Kanonicza and Grodzka Streets to see Collegium Maius (Mondays only), the oldest building of the Academia Cracoviensis. 
After visiting its charming Gothic courtyard we go on to the Main Market Square. This bustling heart of the city is the perfect place for picking up souvenirs. Complete your tour by visiting St. 
Mary's Church. See the stunning medieval altar sculpted by Veit Stoss and listen to the bugle call.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Krakow  
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Day 5   KRAKOW – PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Prague ( 530 km or 6:00 hours )  
Hotel check in  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 6   PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous with the best example 
of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square with the famous Astronomical clocks. During 
this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 1000 years history. During the tour there is also visit of one of the most 
famous breweries in Czech Republic – Staropramen with beer tasting. 
1 hour boat cruise 
Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Prague  

Day 7  PRAGUE – BERLIN (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Berlin via Dresden (Prague – Dresden –  130 km,  2 hr  driving;  Dresden –  Berlin  –  200 km,  3  hrs  driving)  
2 hours tour in Dresden 
Visit the German Baroque architectural wonder that is the Frauenkirche. Artwork enthralls in the galleries and the Green Vault. These are just a few possibilities for sightseeing in Dresden, only two 
hours from Prague. During this tour you will see the historical center of Dresden and explore all the major sights.  
Evening: Hotel check in  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Berlin 

Day 8  BERLIN (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day city tour:  
The tour leads to most sights in the center of West and East Berlin. It includes 4 - 5 photo stops and small  walks at selected sights. This large Berlin city tour will give you an extensive overview and 
includes sights such as the Olympic Stadium or the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall) and more stops at sights. Photo stops and small walks with detailed explanation at sights for 
example at Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag Parliament Building and governmental quarters;  Business Center Potsdamer Platz, Checkpoint Charlie and / or at the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original 
Berlin Wall), Berlin Olympic Stadium, Charlottenburg Palace, Holocaust Memorial and Traditional center Berlin Cathedral and Museum Island. 
 Evening free for leisure or shopping  
Visit of the TV tower to see the wonderful evening panorama of the city  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant  
Overnight in Berlin  

Day 9  BERLIN (B) 
 Breakfast at the hotel 
 Departure to the airport 
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  commission   

Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Budapest at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Krakow at the hotel Park Inn 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar, 
- 1 night accommodation in Salzburg at the hotel Europa 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Art’otel 4* or similar, 
- 7 x dinners in Halal restaurants,  
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary,  
- Tours according to program  
- Transportation by private coach,  
- 1 L of water per person per day,  
- Incl Berlin TV tower, Sanssouci palace, Dresden tour, 1 hour boat cruise in Prague, Salt 
mines, Auschwitz-Birkenau, Neuschweinstein castle, BMW factory 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be 
changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the year 2017  
- Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer 
months July – August)  
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period BACK TO TOP



VIENNA 

PRAGUE BERLIN 

BUDAPEST 

10 days / 9 nights tour
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Itinerary 

Day 1  BERLIN (D) 
Arrival to Berlin, transfer to the hotel 

  Check in the hotel and time to refresh 
Half day city tour: The tour leads to most sights in the center of West and East Berlin. It includes 4 - 5 photo stops and small walks at selected sights. This large Berlin city tour will give you 
an extensive overview and includes sights such as the Olympic Stadium or the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall) and more stops at sights. Photo stops and small walks with 
detailed explanation at sights for example at Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag Parliament Building and governmental quarters; Business Center Potsdamer Platz, Checkpoint Charlie and / or 
at the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall), Berlin Olympic Stadium, Charlottenburg Palace, Holocaust Memorial and Traditional center Berlin Cathedral and Museum Island.  

  Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Berlin 

Day 2  BERLIN (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Tour to the romantic town Potsdam: Enjoy a relaxing and harmonious journey through cultural, art and architecture during this sightseeing tour through Potsdam. You'll walk through the 
marvelous gardens of Sanssouci and see famous sights like Sanssouci Palace, New Palace, Palace New Chambers, Historic Windmill, Charlottenhof Palace, the Roman Baths, the Orangery 
Palace and more. You'll also ee the historic sections of the city, the Russian Colony "Alexandrowka" and the Dutch Quarter (Holländisches Viertel).The tour includes visit one of the palaces 
in Sanssouci gardens. 
Afternoon free for shopping and leisure 
Evening visit of the TV tower to see the wonderful evening panorama of the city 
Dinner at the restaurant 
Overnight in Berlin 

Day 3  BERLIN – PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Prague ( 344 km or 3:50 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Evening orientation tour of Prague 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 4  PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Full day tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous with the 
best example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square with the famous 
Astronomical clocks.  During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 1000 years history.  
Evening free for leisure or shopping 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 5  PRAGUE  (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Full day tour to Karlovy Vary, world famous spa resort, known with its 13 mineral springs, splendid architecture and also visitors, among whom were almost all world kings and presidents 
as well as film and pop stars.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 
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Day 6  PRAGUE - VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Vienna ( 292 km or 3:53 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Afternoon city tour of Vienna: This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse travelers can see numerous grand 
buildings, such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History Museum,  the 
cultural district the Museums Quartier, the Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burgtheater. We drive past the Belvedere Palace, 
which houses the largest and most previous Gustav Klimt collection in the world.The highlight of the tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace, once the summer 
residence of the Habsburg family and home of Maria Theresia. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 7  VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Vienna woods: It’s a half-day excursion, which demonstrates the most beautiful sights of the southern part of Vienna Woods. Passing the Roman City of Baden which 
is famous for its thermal springs, the bus drives through the romantic valley Helenental to the former Mayerling hunting lodge, (visit of memoral chapel), where Crown Prince 
Rudolph together with Baronesse Vetsera died tragically in 1889. In the Cistercian Abbey of Heiligenkreuz (1133) travelers visit the Medieval cloister, which houses the remains of 
last the Babenberger. Then the tour proceeds via the Höldrichsmühle and arrives at the Seegrotte. After a boatride on the largest subterranean lake in Europe tourists leave the 
Vienna Woods and return to Vienna. 
Evening free for leisure or shopping 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 8  VIENNA - BUDAPEST (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Budapest ( 243 km or 2:33 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Afternoon: Half day city tour of Budapest: We start the tour from the Chain Bridge. First, we take the Margaret Bridge and drive over to Buda. We stop in the Castle District and 
during a short walk we show you the main attractions of the area. We walk to Matthias Church and to the Fishermen’s Bastion (from where you can enjoy the beautiful 
panorama).Next, we drive to the Gellért Hill (Citadel) and show you the most spectacular view of Budapest. We then take you across the Elisabeth Bridge to Pest and show you the 
famous Central Market Hall, followed by the largest Synagogue of Europe and the City Park. We pass by Europe’s largest thermal spa, the Budapest Zoo and the Amusement Park, 
after which stop at the Heroes’ Square (with statues of the most famous Hungarian kings and dukes). We then take the Andrássy Avenue to downtown Pest, pass by the Opera House 
and the St Stephen’s Basilica. We then get off the bus again and take an interior visit of the impressive neo-gothic House of Parliament (guided tour incl.). During the tour we offer a 
brief overview of the last 1000 years of Hungarian history. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Budapest 

Day 9  BUDAPEST (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Szentendre handcraft village: We take you to the picturesque Artist’s Village, called Szentendre. We wander around the baroque settlement, built on medieval ruins 
and walk along the narrrow streets. We invite you for a Lángos (fried Hungarian flat bread)*. 
Then you will have the opportunity to go shopping or to visit the Margit Kovács Ceramic Museum or the Confectionery Museum (marzipan figures). 
Afternoon free for leisure or shopping 
Evening boat cruise on Danube river 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Budapest 

Day 10  BUDAPEST (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to airport 
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Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Art’Otel City Center 4* or similar, 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Vienna at the hotel Courtyard Marriott Messe 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Budapest at the hotel Radisson Blu 4* or similar, 
- 9 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- 1 L of water per person per day, 
- Entrances to Schonbrunn Palace, Neuschwanstein Castle, seegrotto boat ride, Mozart 
museum, Werfen Ice caves 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period
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Itinerary 
Day 1  AMSTERDAM (L, D) 

Arrival at Amsterdam airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Lunch at the Indian restaurant 
Afternoon: panoramic tour of Amsterdam: The in-depth city tour gives an opportunity to experience some of the highlights of Amsterdam, and helps to get to grips with the city layout. With more 
than 6,800 monumental houses and buildings, Amsterdam has the largest historical city center in Europe. The city is best-known for its three rings of canals lined by elaborately decorated 
merchants' residences and warehouses built in the 17th century, the Dutch 'Golden Age'. Ninety islands were created when the canals were built, connected by hundreds of charming bridges. 
Traveling in a luxury air-conditioned coach, the group will see the old and new parts of this beautiful city with its many interesting sights. Highlights include the Royal Palace, National 
Monument, the Skinny Bridge, canals and Albert Cuyp Market. Travelers will also visit a windmill on the River Amstel and a stop will be made at a diamond factory where you can see how 
gems are polished using traditional methods. The tour will end with the boat trip along a typical Dutch canal. The one-hour cruise takes passengers along canals lined with 17th-century 
merchant houses, churches with bell towers and warehouses from the 16th and 17th centuries. The boat will also pass through Amsterdam's Old Harbor.Visit Heineken Museum.  
1 hour canal boat cruise included during city tour and Heineken Experience 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 2   AMSTERDAM (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning: Half day tour to Zaanse Schans - You will visit the picturesque fishing villages of Volendam and Marken. You drive through typical Dutch polders and along narrow dykes. Our luxury 
coach will take you to Zaanse Schans with its many unique windmills.  
 
The old crafts of the Netherlands are not lacking in this tour. You will visit a wooden clog maker. Also you can see for yourself how Dutch cheese is made the traditional way. Step in and 
discover these typical Dutch villages.  

Lunch in local restaurant 
Afternoon arrival to Amsterdam free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 3  AMSTERDAM - HANNOVER (B, L, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Transfer to Hannover – 375 km or 4 hours 
Lunch at the Indian restaurant 
Hannover’s cityscape is an eclectic mix – a gothic, Hanseatic city; a former Royal Residence; a northern industrial town of the Wilhelmine epoch; a modern State Capital – its is these and other 
facets which make it the kind of place where many hidden cultural/historical germs are waiting to be discovered: the New Town Hall, the colourful Old Town and the baroque Royal Gardens of 
Herrenhausen are just a few of the tour‘s highlights. 
Hotel check in 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Hannover 

Day 4  HANNOVER - BERLIN (B, L, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Transfer to Berlin – 285 km or 3 hours 
Lunch at the Indian restaurant 
Half day city tour: The tour leads to most sights in the center of West and East Berlin. It includes 4 - 5 photo stops and small walks at selected sights. This large Berlin city tour will give you an 
extensive overview and includes sights such as the Olympic Stadium or the East Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall) and more stops at sights. Photo stops and small walks with detailed 
explanation at sights for example at Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag Parliament Building and governmental quarters; Business Center Potsdamer Platz, Checkpoint Charlie and / or at the East 
Side Gallery (1,3 km of original Berlin Wall), Berlin Olympic Stadium, Charlottenburg Palace, Holocaust Memorial and Traditional center Berlin Cathedral and Museum Island.  
Hotel check in 
Evening visit of the TV tower to see the wonderful evening panorama of the city 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Berlin BACK TO TOP
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Day 5  BERLIN (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Tour to the romantic town Potsdam: Enjoy a relaxing and harmonious journey through cultural, art and architecture during this sightseeing tour through Potsdam. You'll walk 
through the marvelous gardens of Sanssouci and see famous sights like Sanssouci Palace, New Palace, Palace New Chambers, Historic Windmill, Charlottenhof Palace, the Roman 
Baths, the Orangery Palace and more. You'll also ee the historic sections of the city, the Russian Colony "Alexandrowka" and the Dutch Quarter (Holländisches Viertel).The tour 
includes visit one of the palaces in Sanssouci gardens. 
Lunch at the Indian restaurant 
Afternoon free for shopping and leisure 
Dinner at the restaurant 
Overnight in Berlin 

Day 6  BERLIN – PRAGUE (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Dresden ( 193 km or 2:30 min ) 
Dresden city tour: This two hour walking tour leads us through the Altstadt (Old Town) and I would like to explain the beautiful buildings and unique history of our town. Our guided 
walk includes visits to the most beautiful building complex in our Dresden – the Zwinger, as well as the Residence Palace, Theater Square with the famous Semper Opera House, our 
Catholic Court Church, the Procession of Princes and passes by the newly rebuilt Frauenkirche (Church of our Lady) and the Brühl’s terrace – the “Balcony of Europe”. 
Lunch in Indian Restaurant 
Transfer to Prague ( 149 km or 2 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Prague city tour: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous with 
the best example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square with the 
famous Astronomical clocks.  During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 1000 years 
history.  
2 hours dinner boat cruise 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 7  PRAGUE  (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Lunch at local restaurant 
Full day tour to Karlovy Vary, world famous spa resort, known with its 13 mineral springs, splendid architecture and also visitors, among whom were almost all world kings and 
presidents as well as film and pop stars.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 
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Day 8  PRAGUE - VIENNA (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Vienna ( 292 km or 3:53 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Lunch in Indian restaurant 
Afternoon city tour of Vienna: This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse travelers can see numerous 
grand buildings, such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History 
Museum,  the cultural district the Museums Quartier, the Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burgtheater. We drive past 
the Belvedere Palace, which houses the largest and most previous Gustav Klimt collection in the world.The highlight of the tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn 
Palace, once the summer residence of the Habsburg family and home of Maria Theresia. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 9  VIENNA (B, L, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Vienna woods: It’s a half-day excursion, which demonstrates the most beautiful sights of the southern part of Vienna Woods. Passing the Roman City of 
Baden which is famous for its thermal springs, the bus drives through the romantic valley Helenental to the former Mayerling hunting lodge, (visit of memoral chapel), where 
Crown Prince Rudolph together with Baronesse Vetsera died tragically in 1889. In the Cistercian Abbey of Heiligenkreuz (1133) travelers visit the Medieval cloister, which 
houses the remains of last the Babenberger. Then the tour proceeds via the Höldrichsmühle and arrives at the Seegrotte. After a boatride on the largest subterranean lake in 
Europe tourists leave the Vienna Woods and return to Vienna. 
Lunch at Indian restaurant 
Evening free for leisure or shopping 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 10  VIENNA (B ) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to the airport, departure
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  commission   

Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Art’otel 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Amsterdam at the hotel Best Western Blue Tower Hotel 4* or 
similar,  
- 1 night accommodation in Hannover at the hotel Amadeus 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Abacus Tierpark 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel Diplomat 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel Prinz Eugen Hotel 4* or similar, 
- 7 x lunches in Halal restaurants,  
- 2 x lunches in Local restaurants,  
- 8 x dinners in Halal restaurants,  
- 1 x dinners in on boat cruise in Prague,  
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary,  
- Tours according to program  
- Transportation by private coach,  
- 1 L of water per person per day,  
- Incl Berlin TV tower, Sanssouci palace, Dresden tour, 2 hour boat cruise in Prague, 1 hour 
cruise in Amsterdam, Heineken Experience, Schonbrunn Palace, Seegrotte 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be 
changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the year 2017  
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period
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Itinerary 
Day 1  VIENNA (D) 

Arrival at Vienna airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 2   VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Full day tour of Vienna: This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse travelers can see numerous grand buildings, 
such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History Museum,  the cultural 
district the Museums Quartier, the Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burgtheater. We drive past the Belvedere Palace, which 
houses the largest and most previous Gustav Klimt collection in the world. 
The highlight of the tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace, once the summer residence of the Habsburg family and home of Maria Theresia. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 3  VIENNA - SALZBURG (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Transfer to Salzburg 
Afternoon: panoramic tour of Salzburg: This tour offers the opportunity to see as much as possible during the half day in Salzburg. This ancient city is located in a wonderful landscape 
on the banks of the river Salzach, surrounded by magnificent Alps. The walking tour will impress all the important sights of the Old City. The memories of this tour will stay with you 
forever: Mirabell Gardens, Getreidgasse with Mozart’s Birthplace, University Square, Old Market, Residence Square with Residence Fountain, Mozart Square, Cathedral, Cemetery of 
St Peter, Kapitel Square at the foot of the Fortress Hohensalzburg.  This Baroque city draws all visitors within its magic and calm atmosphere.    
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Salzburg 

Day 4  SALZBURG (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning tour to Werfen Ice caves - Discover the splendor of the largest ice caves in the world. You'll see ice palaces of crystal-clear beauty, taking you into a wintry world of ice, even 
on hot summer days. The mighty entrance to the caves, measuring 20 m wide and 18 m high, can be seen from afar. The system of caverns stretches over 42 km, the first kilometer 
featuring gigantic ice formations. This part is open to the public and can be viewed on a guided tour. The caves have an average temperature of 0° C throughout the summer months. 
Afternoon Sound of Music tour - A wonderful ride with breathtaking views of the landscape where the opening scenes were filmed. Relax and listen to the original Sound of Music 
soundtrack. The English speaking guide not only shows  the highlights of the film 'Sound of Music' but also the historical and architectural landmarks in the city, as well as a part of the 
picturesque lake district. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Salzburg 

Day 5  SALZBURG - VIENNA (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Airport in Vienna 
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Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Vienna at the hotel Courtyard Marriott Messe 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Salzburg at the hotel Europa 4* or similar, 
- 4 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- 1 L of water per person per day, 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- Entrances to Schonbrunn Palace, Mozart museum, Werfen Ice caves 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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PARIS 
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Itinerary 
Day 1  AMSTERDAM (D) 

Arrival at Amsterdam airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Afternoon: panoramic tour of Amsterdam: The in-depth city tour gives an opportunity to experience some of the highlights of Amsterdam, and helps to get to grips with the city 
layout. With more than 6,800 monumental houses and buildings, Amsterdam has the largest historical city center in Europe. The city is best-known for its three rings of canals lined 
by elaborately decorated merchants' residences and warehouses built in the 17th century, the Dutch 'Golden Age'. Ninety islands were created when the canals were built, connected 
by hundreds of charming bridges. Traveling in a luxury air-conditioned coach, the group will see the old and new parts of this beautiful city with its many interesting sights. 
Highlights include the Royal Palace, National Monument, the Skinny Bridge, canals and Albert Cuyp Market. Travelers will also visit a windmill on the River Amstel and a stop will 
be made at a diamond factory where you can see how gems are polished using traditional methods. The tour will end with the boat trip along a typical Dutch canal. The one-hour 
cruise takes passengers along canals lined with 17th-century merchant houses, churches with bell towers and warehouses from the 16th and 17th centuries. The boat will also pass 
through Amsterdam's Old Harbor.Visit Heineken Museum.  
1 hour canal boat cruise included during city tour 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 2   AMSTERDAM (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning: Half day tour to Zaanse Schans - You will visit the picturesque fishing villages of Volendam and Marken. You drive through typical Dutch polders and along narrow dykes. 
Our luxury coach will take you to Zaanse Schans with its many unique windmills.  
 
The old crafts of the Netherlands are not lacking in this tour. You will visit a wooden clog maker. Also you can see for yourself how Dutch cheese is made the traditional way. Step in 
and discover these typical Dutch villages.  

Afternoon arrival to Amsterdam free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 3  AMSTERDAM - BRUSSELS (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Transfer to Brussels 
Afternoon city tour of Brussels - The tour starts with a short walk to the famous Grand Place and introduction to the history of the remarkable city hall and quaint guild houses. 
Then coach takes the group to the beautiful St. Michael's cathedral, the Congress column and the Heyseldistrict with the world famous Atomium. Tourists will admire the sight of the 
Indian Pavillion and the Japanese Tower. Passing the Royal Residence the group returns into the city center and see the Sablon district with countless antique dealer shops. Brussels 
lace is renowned. Then there will be  a short stop visiting a lace workshop where one can learn about this age-old local craft. The visit continues: bus drives in front of the 
magnificent Palace of Justice and see the fashionable Louise Square. Passing the stately Royal Square, the Royal Palace and the Houses of Parliament tourists arrive in the 
Cinquantenaire district, where the Triumphal Arch, exceptional museums and splendid Art Nouveau houses are the highlights of this part of Brussels. Here, travelers are also at the 
very heart of the European Union: the will drive in front of the imposing EU buildings housing the European Commission, the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers. 
Hotel check in 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Brussels 
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Day 4  BRUSSELS – PARIS (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Paris  
Hotel check in  
Evening free for leisure or own activities  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 5  PARIS (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Morning: panoramic tour of Paris: Drive through Paris and see all the famous landmarks and monuments like the Concorde Square, Louvre Museum, Seine river and its bridges, French 
Academy, Hotel de Ville (City Hall), the Latin Quarter with the Sorbonne and the Pantheon, Arch of Triumph, Champs-Elysees Avenue, Invalides with the dome of Napoleon's Tomb and 
the Opera House.  
 
Tour includes a photo stop at the one of the most famous monument in the world, the Eiffel Eiffel Tower. There will be some free time at Cite Island with the Palace of Justice and Notre-
Dame Cathedral and a walking tour of Montmartre, near Sacre-Coeur Basilica and the artists square, where tourists can go exploring on their own: visit Eiffel Tower top level.  
1 hour Seine boat cruise 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 6  PARIS (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning: Half day tour to Versailles palace - The Palace of Versailles is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most beautiful achievements of 18th century French art. The 
palace remains in fabulous condition and is one of the most popular attractions of France. With this tour you have the freedom of planning your travel to the palace, be it from Paris or 
someplace else.Versailles was the center of French politics from 1682, when Louis XIV, also known as the Sun King moved his court from Paris to the countryside. The palace served as 
the heart of royal life and saw the reign of three kings until the French Revolution. See the stupendous Apartments of the King and Queen, opulently adorned with gold and beautiful 
fabrics, and the famous Hall of Mirrors designed by Mansart. 
Afternoon arrival to Paris free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 7  PARIS (B, ) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Paris Airport 
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Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Amsterdam at the hotel WestCord Fashion  4* or similar, 
- 1 nights’ accommodation in Brussels at the hotel Metropol 4* or similar, 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Paris at the hotel Novotel Est 4* or similar, 
- 6 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- 1 L of water per person per day, 
- Entrances to Eiffel tower, Boat cruise in Paris, Heineken Museum, Versailles, Boat cruise in 
Amsterdam, Zaanse Schans inc. Windmills 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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Itinerary 

Day 1  MUNICH (D) 
Arrival transfer from Airport 
Hotel check in 
Half day city tour of Munich: Tour begins at the centre of the Old Town. Founded in 1158 Munich has a rich and colourful history. As you walk through the medieval cobble stoned 
streets our guide will recount the stories of the Dukes and Kings who ruled Bavaria down through the ages. See the famous Glockenspiel in action at the Rathaus (Gothic City Hall) 
and visit the Frauenkirche cathedral. Enjoy the Residenz Palace and St. Peters church. Wander through the Viktualienmarkt market place and the legendry Hofbräuhaus beer hall. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Munich 

Day 2  MUNICH (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning: Half day tour to Neuschwanstein Castle - In the midst of the German Alps, the magnificent towers of Neuschwanstein castle rise in all their majestic splendour – it is 
simply breathtaking!It took 17 years and approx. 6,000,000 gold marks for the egocentric King Ludwig II to convert his fantasy into reality.Since King Ludwig’s mysterious death in 
1886, millions of people from all over the world have visited Schloss Neuschwanstein.Set in one of the world’s most beautiful locations, the castle overlooks the idyllic 700 year old, 
medieval village of Fussen. The panoramic view from the Marienbruecke (the bridge high above the castle and gorge) is spectacular with unspoilt natural lakes and valleys 
stretching far into the distant horizon.Although unfinished, the interior is hugely impressive. Neuschwanstein is designed in the authentic style of the old German knights’ castles 
and decorated in themes from Wagner’s operas. Concerts are held throughout the year in the splendid archaic surroundings of the vast Singers’ Hall.Listen to the extraordinary 
stories of King Ludwig II as you enjoy the amazing views of Lake Alpen and Swansee. Loose yourself in tranquillity as you gaze at the grandeur of the wonderful Poellat 
George.Experience an unforgettable day in the magic kingdom of the legendry King Ludwig II. 
Evening free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Munich 

Day 3  MUNICH – VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Transfer to Vienna ( 435 km or 4:10 hours ) 
Hotel check in  
Evening city tour of Vienna: This tour gives an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse travelers can see numerous grand 
buildings, such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History Museum,  
the cultural district the Museums Quartier, the Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burgtheater. We drive past the Belvedere 
Palace, which houses the largest and most previous Gustav Klimt collection in the world.The highlight of the tour is a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace, once the 
summer residence of the Habsburg family and home of Maria Theresia. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 
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Day 4  VIENNA (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour to Vienna woods: It’s a half-day excursion, which demonstrates the most beautiful sights of the southern part of Vienna Woods. Passing the Roman City of Baden 
which is famous for its thermal springs, the bus drives through the romantic valley Helenental to the former Mayerling hunting lodge, (visit of memoral chapel), where Crown 
Prince Rudolph together with Baronesse Vetsera died tragically in 1889. In the Cistercian Abbey of Heiligenkreuz (1133) travelers visit the Medieval cloister, which houses the 
remains of last the Babenberger. Then the tour proceeds via the Höldrichsmühle and arrives at the Seegrotte. After a boatride on the largest subterranean lake in Europe 
tourists leave the Vienna Woods and return to Vienna. 
Evening free for leisure or shopping 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Vienna 

Day 5  VIENNA – SALZBURG  (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Salzburg 
Afternoon: panoramic tour of Salzburg: This tour offers the opportunity to see as much as possible during the half day in Salzburg. This ancient city is located in a wonderful 
landscape on the banks of the river Salzach, surrounded by magnificent Alps. The walking tour will impress all the important sights of the Old City. The memories of this tour 
will stay with you forever: Mirabell Gardens, Getreidgasse with Mozart’s Birthplace, University Square, Old Market, Residence Square with Residence Fountain, Mozart 
Square, Cathedral, Cemetery of St Peter, Kapitel Square at the foot of the Fortress Hohensalzburg.  This Baroque city draws all visitors within its magic and calm atmosphere.  
  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Salzburg 

Day 6  SALZBURG (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning tour to Werfen Ice caves - Discover the splendor of the largest ice caves in the world. You'll see ice palaces of crystal-clear beauty, taking you into a wintry world of 
ice, even on hot summer days. The mighty entrance to the caves, measuring 20 m wide and 18 m high, can be seen from afar. The system of caverns stretches over 42 km, the 
first kilometer featuring gigantic ice formations. This part is open to the public and can be viewed on a guided tour. The caves have an average temperature of 0° C throughout 
the summer months. 
Afternoon Sound of Music tour - A wonderful ride with breathtaking views of the landscape where the opening scenes were filmed. Relax and listen to the original Sound of 
Music soundtrack. The English speaking guide not only shows  the highlights of the film 'Sound of Music' but also the historical and architectural landmarks in the city, as well 
as a part of the picturesque lake district. 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Salzburg 

Day 7  SALZBURG – VIENNA  (B ) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Airport in Vienna 
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Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Munich at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Vienna at the hotel Courtyard Marriott Messe 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Salzburg at the hotel Europa 4* or similar, 
- 6 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- 1 L of water per person per day, 
- Entrances to Schonbrunn Palace, Neuschwanstein Castle, seegrotto boat ride, Mozart 
museum, Werfen Ice caves 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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1st day  Arrival to Paris 
  Transfer to the hotel, check in 
  Overnight in Paris 

2nd day PARIS (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Morning – SIC tour of Paris, including Seine cruise and visit of Eiffel tower 
See Paris' main attractions in a four-hour Paris city tour with a difference. Your sightseeing tour of Paris includes a tour across the city by coach, views of Paris from the 
water as you cruise along the Seine River, and lofty panoramas from the second floor of the Eiffel Tower. You have a choice of four tour times so you can plan your day to 
suit yourself. This comprehensive tour is a great way to get to know Paris if this is your first visit. 
Overnight in Paris 

3rd day  PARIS (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 

  Free time of optional tours 
  Overnight in Paris 

4th day  PARIS – AMSTERDAM (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to the train station, departure to Amsterdam at 10:25 a.m. 
Arrival to Amsterdam at 13.42, transfer to the hotel, check in 
SIC Canal’s cruise and Heineken experience tickets, provided in advance 
Combine an unforgettable hour-long cruise with a visit to the Heineken Experience! The former Heineken brewery – where magic has been happening for over 100 years – 
has been transformed into a thrilling interactive display of the fascinating world of Heineken, especially for Heineken fans.On the canal cruise, you will be taken 
alongside: beautiful imposing canal-side houses (with clock, spout and neck gables), the Zevenbogenbruggengracht, the "Skinny Bridge" over the Amstel, the VOC-ship, 
and the docks.You have the choice to decide which activity to do first! 

Overnight in Amsterdam 

5th day  AMSTERDAM (B) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  SIC tour: Amsterdam city tour, Delft, Hague and Madurodam 

This excellent tour combines a sightseeing tour of Amsterdam with a visit to three other fascinating Dutch towns or cities. 
Sit back in a luxury coach and let your guide reveal the wonders of Amsterdam – the “Venice of the North”. The city tour includes all the top attractions like the Royal 
Palace, Albert Cuyp Market and the Skinny Bridge (Magere Brug) plus a visit to a diamond polishing workshop. 
Leaving Amsterdam, stop at the city of Delft to tour one of the famous potteries and learn the history of the highly collectable blue-and-white Delft-ware. 
Your journey then takes you to The Hague, the official seat of The Netherlands’ government, where you will see all the important landmarks before continuing to 
Madurodam, an amazing miniature town which shows you “Holland In a Nutshell”. 

  Overnight in Amsterdam 

6th day  AMSTERDAM (B) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Transfer to the airport, departure 
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Price is valid for  April  – October  
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Paris at the hotel Villa Eugenie 4* or similar, 
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Amsterdam at the hotel Best Western Blue Tower 4* or similar, 
- daily breakfast 
- SIC Tours: panoramic tour of Paris incl Seine cruise and entrance to the 2nd level of Eiffel 
tower; Amsterdam tour with Hague and Madurodam 
- Ticket for the Canals cruise and Heineken tour in Amsterdam 
- Private arrival/ departure transfers in both cities 
- Train ticket Paris – Amsterdam (2nd class) 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  commission   

Cost includes  
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar, ,  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Vienna at the hotel Courtyard Marriott 4* or similar,  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, ,  
- SIC Tours according to program  
- Train ticket from Prague to Vienna and from Vienna to Budapest 
- Transfers according to the program 
- Entrances to Schonbrunn Palace,, Seegrotto boat ride, entrance to Moser crystal factory, trip 
to Karlovy Vary, Danube bend tour 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of changing taxes rates will be 
changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the period from April to November 2017 
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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Price  is  NET  from  Tourismer,  includes  all  taxes,  doesn’t  include  
commission   

Cost includes  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Berlin at the hotel Leonardo Royal 4* or 
similar, 
- 1 night   accommodation in Dresden at the hotel Leonardo Altstadt 4* 
or similar, 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or 
similar, ,  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Salzburg at the hotel Ramada 4* or 
similar,  
- 2 nights’ accommodation in Munich at the hotel Leonardo 4* or similar, 
,  
- SIC Tours according to program  
- Train tickets according to the program 
- Transfers according to the program 
- Entrances according to the program 

Tour Cost Does Not Include  
- personal expenses,  
- flight tickets,  
- tips.  

Important notes:  
- Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes, but in the case of 
changing taxes rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the 
significant increase of the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly  
- Rates are valid for the period from April to November 2017 
 - Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially 
during the summer months July – August)  
  - Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 
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AMSTERDAM
The price includes:

      -  3 nights accommodation at the hotel of selected category
- Daily breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC based half day tour with boat cruise
- SIC based full day tour Volendam, Marken and Windmills

Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17
BACK TO TOP

BERLIN
The price includes

- 3 nights accommodation at the hotel of selected category
- Daily breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC based half day tour with boat cruise
- SIC basis half day tour to Potsdam incl visit of Sanssouci palace

Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17
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The price includes:
- 3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC basis half day tour of Bratislava
- SIC basis full day tour to Vienna
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

BRATISLAVA

Monday 16 January 17
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BUDAPEST
The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis panoramic half day tour of Budapest
-SIC basis full day tour Danube bend
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17
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The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-Private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Frankfurt
-SIC basis full day tour to old town Heidelberg (Black forest)
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

FRANKFURT

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Krakow
-SIC basis half day tour to Wielicska salt mines
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

KRAKOW

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-private panoramic half day tour of Moscow
-private tour: visit of Kremlin and metro tour
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

MOSCOW

Monday 16 January 17
BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-hop on – hop off  tour of Munich
-SIC basis full day tour to castle Neuschweinstein and Linderhof
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

MUNICH

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-Hop on - hop off tour of Paris 
-SIC basis half day tour to Versailles
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

PARIS

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Prague
-SIC basis full day tour to Karlovy Vary incl visit of Moser crystal factory
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

PRAGUE
Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC half day walking tour of Rome incl Colosseum visit
-SIC basis walking tour of Vatican and Sistine chapel
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

ROME

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour incl visit of Schonbrunn palace
-SIC basis half day tour to Vienna woods incl boat ride at Seegrotte 
undeground lake and visit of Mayerling abbey 
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

VIENNA

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Warsaw
-SIC basis half day tour to Auschwitz concentration camp
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

WARSAW
Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP

CLICK FOR DETAILS

BACK TO TOP
FIT CITY BREAKS



AMSTERDAM
The price includes:

      -  3 nights accommodation at the hotel of selected category
- Daily breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC based half day tour with boat cruise
- SIC based full day tour Volendam, Marken and Windmills

Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17
BACK TO TOP



BERLIN
The price includes

- 3 nights accommodation at the hotel of selected category
- Daily breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC based half day tour with boat cruise
- SIC basis half day tour to Potsdam incl visit of Sanssouci palace

Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
- 3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
- Private return airport transfers
- SIC basis half day tour of Bratislava
- SIC basis full day tour to Vienna
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

BRATISLAVA

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



BUDAPEST
The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis panoramic half day tour of Budapest
-SIC basis full day tour Danube bend
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-Private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Frankfurt
-SIC basis full day tour to old town Heidelberg (Black forest)
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

FRANKFURT

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Krakow
-SIC basis half day tour to Wielicska salt mines
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

KRAKOW

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-private panoramic half day tour of Moscow
-private tour: visit of Kremlin and metro tour
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

MOSCOW

Monday 16 January 17
BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-hop on – hop off  tour of Munich
-SIC basis full day tour to castle Neuschweinstein and Linderhof
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

MUNICH

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-Hop on - hop off tour of Paris 
-SIC basis half day tour to Versailles
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

PARIS

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Prague
-SIC basis full day tour to Karlovy Vary incl visit of Moser crystal factory
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

PRAGUE
Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour incl visit of Schonbrunn palace
-SIC basis half day tour to Vienna woods incl boat ride at Seegrotte 
undeground lake and visit of Mayerling abbey 
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

VIENNA

Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



The price includes:
-3 nights accommodation at the hotel with buffet breakfast
-private return airport transfers
-SIC basis half day tour of Warsaw
-SIC basis half day tour to Auschwitz concentration camp
Rates are net from Tourismer, valid for April - November 2017

WARSAW
Monday 16 January 17

BACK TO TOP



PARIS4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP

AMSTERDAM

4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP

PRAGUE4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP

CLICK FOR DETAILS

BACK TO TOP

CITY BREAKS  
FOR GROUPS



PARIS4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP



Itinerary 
Day 1  PARIS (D) 

Arrival at Paris airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 2   PARIS (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour: Drive through Paris and see all the famous landmarks and monuments like the Concorde Square, Louvre Museum, Seine river 
and its bridges, French Academy, Hotel de Ville (City Hall), the Latin Quarter with the Sorbonne and the Pantheon, Arch of Triumph, Champs-
Elysees Avenue, Invalides with the dome of Napoleon's Tomb and the Opera House.  
Tour includes a photo stop at the one of the most famous monument in the world, the Eiffel Eiffel Tower. There will be some free time at Cite 
Island with the Palace of Justice and Notre-Dame Cathedral and a walking tour of Montmartre, near Sacre-Coeur Basilica and the artists 
square, where tourists can go exploring on their own: visit Eiffel Tower top level.  
1 hour Seine boat cruise 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 3  PARIS (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Morning: Half day tour to Versailles palace: The Palace of Versailles is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most beautiful 
achievements of 18th century French art. The palace remains in fabulous condition and is one of the most popular attractions of France. With 
this tour you have the freedom of planning your travel to the palace, be it from Paris or someplace else.Versailles was the center of French 
politics from 1682, when Louis XIV, also known as the Sun King moved his court from Paris to the countryside. The palace served as the heart 
of royal life and saw the reign of three kings until the French Revolution. See the stupendous Apartments of the King and Queen, opulently 
adorned with gold and beautiful fabrics, and the famous Hall of Mirrors designed by Mansart. 
Afternoon arrival to Paris free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Paris 

Day 4  PARIS (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Airport 

BACK TO TOP
BACK TO TOP



Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Paris at the hotel Novotel Est 4* or similar, 
- 3 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- Entrances to Eiffel tower, Boat cruise in Paris, Versailles 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 

BACK TO TOP



AMSTERDAM

4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP



Itinerary 
Day 1  AMSTERDAM (D) 

Arrival at Amsterdam airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 2  AMSTERDAM (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Half day tour of Amsterdam: visit Heineken Museum. The in-depth city tour gives an opportunity to experience some of the highlights of Amsterdam, and 
helps to get to grips with the city layout. With more than 6,800 monumental houses and buildings, Amsterdam has the largest historical city center in 
Europe. The city is best-known for its three rings of canals lined by elaborately decorated merchants' residences and warehouses built in the 17th century, 
the Dutch 'Golden Age'. Ninety islands were created when the canals were built, connected by hundreds of charming bridges. Traveling in a luxury air-
conditioned coach, the group will see the old and new parts of this beautiful city with its many interesting sights. Highlights include the Royal Palace, 
National Monument, the Skinny Bridge, canals and Albert Cuyp Market. Travelers will also visit a windmill on the River Amstel and a stop will be made at 
a diamond factory where you can see how gems are polished using traditional methods. The tour will end with the boat trip along a typical Dutch canal. 
The one-hour cruise takes passengers along canals lined with 17th-century merchant houses, churches with bell towers and warehouses from the 16th and 
17th centuries. The boat will also pass through Amsterdam's Old Harbor 
1 hour canal boat cruise included during city tour 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 3  AMSTERDAM (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Morning: Half day tour to Zaanse Schans: You will visit the picturesque fishing villages of Volendam and Marken. You drive through typical Dutch polders 
and along narrow dykes. Our luxury coach will take you to Zaanse Schans with its many unique windmills.  
 
The old crafts of the Netherlands are not lacking in this tour. You will visit a wooden clog maker. Also you can see for yourself how Dutch cheese is made 
the traditional way. Step in and discover these typical Dutch villages.  

Afternoon arrival to Amsterdam free time for shopping or leisure 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Amsterdam 

Day 4  AMSTERDAM (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Airport 

BACK TO TOP
BACK TO TOP



Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Amsterdam at the hotel WestCord Fashion Amsterdam 4* or 
similar, 
- 3 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- Entrances to Heineken, Boat cruise in Amsterdam, Zaanse Schans 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 

BACK TO TOP



PRAGUE4 days/ 3 nights tour

BACK TO TOP



Itinerary 
Day 1  PRAGUE (D) 

Arrival at Prague airport. Transfer to the hotel. 
Check in the hotel 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant. 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 2   PRAGUE (B, D) 
Breakfast at the hotel.  
Morning: panoramic tour of Prague: The tour will start with the visit of the Prague castle area Hradcany; then will continue along the 
romantic Nerudova street to the Lesser town area, famous with the best example of Baroque in Prague – St. Nickolas church. – continue the 
tour along the Kings’ road: Charles Bridge, Charles street, Old town area and Old town square with the famous Astronomical clocks.  
During this tour guide will tell lot of stories about Prague, which is the most preserved city in Europe and was never destroyed during its 
1000 years history.  
1 hour boat cruise 
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 3  PRAGUE (B, D) 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

Full day tour to Karlovy Vary, world famous spa resort, known with its 13 mineral springs, splendid architecture and also visitors, among 
whom were almost all world kings and presidents as well as film and pop stars.  
Dinner at the Indian restaurant 
Overnight in Prague 

Day 4  PRAGUE (B) 
Breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to Airport 

BACK TO TOP
BACK TO TOP



Price is valid for  April 2017 – October 2017 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 

Cost includes 
- 3 nights’ accommodation in Prague at the hotel NH Prague 4* or similar, 
- 3 x dinners in Halal restaurants, 
- English speaking guide throughout the itinerary, 
- Tours according to program 
- Transportation by private coach, 
- Entrances to Prague Castle, Boat cruise 

Tour Cost Does Not Include 

- personal expenses, 
- flight tickets, 
- tips. 

Important notes: 

-  Rates include VAT and all applicable taxes,  but in the case of changing taxes rates 
will be changed accordingly 
Rates are quoted based on current price for the fuel. In the case of the significant increase of 
the fuel, rates will be changed accordingly 
Rates are valid for the year 2017 
Rates don't include any special offers (that are possible especially during the summer months 
July – August) 
Rates depend on availability at hotels for a certain requested period 

BACK TO TOP



MOSCOW

ST PETERSBURG

7 DAYS/ 6 NIGHTS

BACK TO TOP

MOSCOW

ST PETERSBURG

6 DAYS/ 5 NIGHTS

BACK TO TOP

CLICK FOR DETAILS

BACK TO TOP

RUSSIA FOR  
FIT & GROUPS



ST PETERSBURG

MOSCOW7 DAYS/ 6 NIGHTS

BACK TO TOP



Itinerary  
Day 1  MOSCOW - ARRIVAL 
  Arrival to Moscow airport, transfer to the hotel.  

Check in the hotel 
Dinner at Indian Restaurant 
Bus tour Moscow by night 
Overnight in Moscow 

Day 2  MOSCOW 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

A.m. – panoramic tour of Moscow: Red square, Alexandrovsky garden, Sparrow hills, New Maiden convent, Tverskaya street, Victory park 
  P.m. – visit of Kremlin grounds and  3 cathedrals 
  Moscow metro tour 
  Transfer to the hotel or other places in the city, advised by customers 
  Dinner at Indian Restaurant 

Overnight in Moscow 

Day 3  MOSCOW 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Full day tour to Sergiyev Posad (one of the greatest of monasteries) 
  Dinner at Indian restaurant 

Overnight in Moscow 

Day 4  MOSCOW – ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Transfer to the train station 
  Train Sapsan departure to St Petersburg (4,5 hours on the way) 
  Arrival to St Petersburg, transfer to the hotel, check in 
  Dinner at Indian Restaurant 

Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 5  ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

A.m. – panoramic tour of St Petersburg: Dvortsovaya square, Nevsky avenue, Vasilevsky island, Peter & Paul fortress, Isaac cathedral (all outside) 
  P.m. – visit of Hermitage state museum 

Transfer to the hotel or other places in the city, advised by customers 
Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 6  ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Full day tour to Pushkin, visiting Ekaterininsky palace 
  Dinner at Indian restaurant 

Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 7  ST. PETERSBURG – DEPARTURE 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Transfer to the airport, departure 

BACK TO TOP
BACK TO TOP



Cost includes: 
- 3 nights accommodation in Moscow at the hotel Azimut Olimpic 4* or similar 
- 3 nights accommodation in St Petersburg at the hotel Park Inn Pribaltiyskaya 4* or    similar 
- Daily buffet breakfast at the hotels 
- 6 x Indian dinners 
- Private airport and train station transfers 
- Private full day tour of Moscow of St Petersburg with English speaking guide 
- Private full day tours outside the cities to Sergiyev Posad and Pushkin 
- Entrance tickets to Kremlin, Metro & Hermitage, Ekaterininskiy palace 
- Train Sapsan tickets (1 way, 2nd class) 
- Moscow by night Tour 

Notes:  
Price is valid for weekend stay in Moscow only (Friday – Monday) 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 
Price shall be précised for exact dates of stay 

BACK TO TOP
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Itinerary  
Day 1  MOSCOW - ARRIVAL 
  Arrival to Moscow airport, transfer to the hotel.  

Check in the hotel 
Dinner at Indian Restaurant 
Bus tour Moscow by night 
Overnight in Moscow 

Day 2  MOSCOW 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

A.m. – panoramic tour of Moscow: Red square, Alexandrovsky garden, Sparrow hills, New Maiden convent, Tverskaya street, Victory park 
  P.m. – visit of Kremlin grounds and  3 cathedrals 
  Moscow metro tour 
  Transfer to the hotel or other places in the city, advised by customers 
  Dinner at Indian Restaurant 

Overnight in Moscow 

Day 3  MOSCOW 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Full day tour to Sergiyev Posad (one of the greatest of monasteries) 
  Dinner at Indian restaurant 

Overnight in Moscow 

Day 4  MOSCOW – ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Transfer to the train station 
  Train Sapsan departure to St Petersburg (4,5 hours on the way) 
  Arrival to St Petersburg, transfer to the hotel, check in 
  Dinner at Indian Restaurant 

Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 5  ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 

A.m. – panoramic tour of St Petersburg: Dvortsovaya square, Nevsky avenue, Vasilevsky island, Peter & Paul fortress, Isaac cathedral (all outside) 
  P.m. – visit of Hermitage state museum 

Transfer to the hotel or other places in the city, advised by customers 
Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 6  ST. PETERSBURG 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Full day tour to Pushkin, visiting Ekaterininsky palace 
  Dinner at Indian restaurant 

Overnight in St. Petersburg 

Day 7  ST. PETERSBURG – DEPARTURE 
  Breakfast at the hotel 
  Transfer to the airport, departure 

BACK TO TOP
BACK TO TOP



Cost includes: 
- 2 nights accommodation in Moscow at the hotel Azimut Olimpic 4* or similar 
- 3 nights accommodation in St Petersburg at the hotel Park Inn Pribaltiyskaya 4* or    similar 
- Daily buffet breakfast at the hotels 
- 5 x Indian dinners 
- Private airport and train station transfers 
- Private full day tour of Moscow of St Petersburg with English speaking guide 
- Private full day tour outside St. Petersburg to Pushkin 
- Entrance tickets to Kremlin, Metro & Hermitage, Ekaterininskiy palace 
- Train Sapsan tickets (1 way, 2nd class) 
- Moscow by night Tour 
- 1 l of water/ pp per day 
- Visa support 

Notes:  
Price is valid for weekend stay in Moscow only (Friday – Monday) 
Price is NET from Tourismer, includes all taxes, doesn’t include commission 
Price shall be précised for exact dates of stay

BACK TO TOP



DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Visit of Vatican museum 
Lunch 

City tour 
Return to the hotel 

Gala dinner 
3 hours wine/beer/soft drinks and liquors 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

HD Day conference 
Guided Rome city tour 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Bus from Rome to Florence (284 km) 
Lunch 

Florence guided walking tour 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

ROME

DAY 1
Arrival 

Meet&Greet at the airport 
Check-in the hotel 

Free time for freshen up 
Departure for conference at venue 

Dinner at Symbol club 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Segway ride (15 min) 
Air show & Private horse at Lazar park 

BBQ lunch incl. 2 hours drink 
Beer bike tour of Budapest 

Free time 
Dinner allowance by TC 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Houses of Terror museum / guided 
Gellert Spa, bath visit 
Lunch at Gellert spa 

Free time & dinner allowance 
Cruise dinner - private cruise option 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Check out & transfer to the airport

BACK TO TOP

BUDAPEST

DAY 1
Arrival to St. Petersburg 

Check in 
Free time to freshen up 

Lunch 
Canal’s cruise 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 
City tour 

Visit of St. Isaacs Cathedral 
Visit of Hermitage museum 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast&Check out 

Transfer to Moscow by Sapsan train 
Arrival 
Lunch 

Check in the hotel 
Free time 

Moscow City tour 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Kremlin tour 
Red Square visit 

Lunch 
Half Day conference 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Time for shopping 
Transfer to the airport, departure

BACK TO TOP

ST PETERSBURG

MOSCOW

DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Lunch w/ 2 drinks pp 

HD guided tour of Prague 
Prague Castle visit / circuit B 

Dinner at Zofin palace 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Day trip to Dresden (150 km) 
Royal Palace visit 

 The Church of Virgin Mary 
Blue Wonder Bridge 

Lunch 
Time For shopping 

BlackLight Theatre show 
Dinner/2 hrs drink package 

(wine, beer, soft drink) 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Skoda Museum&Factory visit 
Shopping at Palladium&Wenceslav 

Lunch at the hotel/ 2 drinks pp 
Convention at the hotel/venue 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Go-karting competition/Cessna flight 
OR 

Tank&Quad bike ride, Shooting range 
paintball 

Tea break on the field 
Lunch at Municipal house/2 drinks pp 

Vltava river cruise with drinks 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

PRAGUE

DAY 1
Arrival to St. Petersburg 

Check in 
Lunch 

Flamenco Show 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

City tour of Barcelona 
Visit of Monjuvic Castle&Gothic Quarters 

Lunch 
Guided tour of Football stadium&museum 

Sunset on the Beach 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Visit of Mt. Montserrat & Royal Basilica 
Experience Funicular Railway to the 
top of the mountain (Cable car ride) 

Lunch 
Visit of Bodegas Torres Vineyard 
Orientation Tour of Sitges Town 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Guided tour of Sagrada Familia 
Shopping at Ramblas 

Lunch 
HD conference in the Ball Room 

Gala dinner at the hotel  
3 hrs alcohol package 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

BARCELONA

DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Hi-tea at Hotel Coffee Shop 

Prague orientation tour covering 
Astronomical clock & Old Town Square 

Wenceslav’s Square 
Gala dinner at Hotel Ballroom 
2 hrs free flow soft drinks/beer 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Prague Castle Tour 
Lesser Town & Charles Bridge 

Lunch 
Time For shopping 

1 hr boat cruise 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Transfer to Karlovy Vary 
City Tour of Karlovy Vary 
Lunch at local restaurant 
Transfer back to Prague 
BlackLight Theatre show 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

PRAGUE
DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to hotel 
Lunch 

Evening orientation tour of Lucerne 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Mount Titlis tour 
Lunch at Titlis 

Back to Lucerne 
Time for shopping 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Mount Jungfrau visit 
Lunch 

Shopping in Interlaken 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Transfer to Munich (4hrs) 
Lunch in Munich 

Check in hotel in Munich 
BMW museum tour 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Old Town walking tour 
Beer Garden visit / beer tasting and snacks 

Lunch 
Olympic stadium & tower visit 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 6
Breakfast 
Departure BACK TO TOP

LUCERNE

BACK TO TOP

MICE IDEAS 



DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Visit of Vatican museum 
Lunch 

City tour 
Return to the hotel 

Gala dinner 
3 hours wine/beer/soft drinks and liquors 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

HD Day conference 
Guided Rome city tour 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Bus from Rome to Florence (284 km) 
Lunch 

Florence guided walking tour 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

ROME



DAY 1
Arrival 

Meet&Greet at the airport 
Check-in the hotel 

Free time for freshen up 
Departure for conference at venue 

Dinner at Symbol club 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Segway ride (15 min) 
Air show & Private horse at Lazar park 

BBQ lunch incl. 2 hours drink 
Beer bike tour of Budapest 

Free time 
Dinner allowance by TC 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Houses of Terror museum / guided 
Gellert Spa, bath visit 
Lunch at Gellert spa 

Free time & dinner allowance 
Cruise dinner - private cruise option 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Check out & transfer to the airport

BACK TO TOP

BUDAPEST



DAY 1
Arrival to St. Petersburg 

Check in 
Free time to freshen up 

Lunch 
Canal’s cruise 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 
City tour 

Visit of St. Isaacs Cathedral 
Visit of Hermitage museum 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast&Check out 

Transfer to Moscow by Sapsan train 
Arrival 
Lunch 

Check in the hotel 
Free time 

Moscow City tour 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Kremlin tour 
Red Square visit 

Lunch 
Half Day conference 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Time for shopping 
Transfer to the airport, departure

BACK TO TOP

ST PETERSBURG

MOSCOW



DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Lunch w/ 2 drinks pp 

HD guided tour of Prague 
Prague Castle visit / circuit B 

Dinner at Zofin palace 
Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Day trip to Dresden (150 km) 
Royal Palace visit 

 The Church of Virgin Mary 
Blue Wonder Bridge 

Lunch 
Time For shopping 

BlackLight Theatre show 
Dinner/2 hrs drink package 

(wine, beer, soft drink) 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Skoda Museum&Factory visit 
Shopping at Palladium&Wenceslav 

Lunch at the hotel/ 2 drinks pp 
Convention at the hotel/venue 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Go-karting competition/Cessna flight 
OR 

Tank&Quad bike ride, Shooting range 
paintball 

Tea break on the field 
Lunch at Municipal house/2 drinks pp 

Vltava river cruise with drinks 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

PRAGUE



DAY 1
Arrival to St. Petersburg 

Check in 
Lunch 

Flamenco Show 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

City tour of Barcelona 
Visit of Monjuvic Castle&Gothic Quarters 

Lunch 
Guided tour of Football stadium&museum 

Sunset on the Beach 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Visit of Mt. Montserrat & Royal Basilica 
Experience Funicular Railway to the 
top of the mountain (Cable car ride) 

Lunch 
Visit of Bodegas Torres Vineyard 
Orientation Tour of Sitges Town 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Guided tour of Sagrada Familia 
Shopping at Ramblas 

Lunch 
HD conference in the Ball Room 

Gala dinner at the hotel  
3 hrs alcohol package 

Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

BARCELONA



DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to the hotel 
Hi-tea at Hotel Coffee Shop 

Prague orientation tour covering 
Astronomical clock & Old Town Square 

Wenceslav’s Square 
Gala dinner at Hotel Ballroom 
2 hrs free flow soft drinks/beer 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Prague Castle Tour 
Lesser Town & Charles Bridge 

Lunch 
Time For shopping 

1 hr boat cruise 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Transfer to Karlovy Vary 
City Tour of Karlovy Vary 
Lunch at local restaurant 
Transfer back to Prague 
BlackLight Theatre show 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Transfer to the airport, departure BACK TO TOP

PRAGUE



DAY 1
Arrival 

Transfer to hotel 
Lunch 

Evening orientation tour of Lucerne 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 2
Breakfast 

Mount Titlis tour 
Lunch at Titlis 

Back to Lucerne 
Time for shopping 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 3
Breakfast 

Mount Jungfrau visit 
Lunch 

Shopping in Interlaken 
Dinner 

Overnight 

DAY 4
Breakfast 

Transfer to Munich (4hrs) 
Lunch in Munich 

Check in hotel in Munich 
BMW museum tour 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 5
Breakfast 

Old Town walking tour 
Beer Garden visit / beer tasting and snacks 

Lunch 
Olympic stadium & tower visit 

Dinner 
Overnight 

DAY 6
Breakfast 
Departure BACK TO TOP

LUCERNE
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Overview 
The Czech Republic is one of the world’s leading destinations for international 
film productions, and a country with an esteemed film history as well as a robust 
local film culture. In the last 20 years, major studios and independents from all 
over have brought their films to the Czech Republic for awe-inspiring locations, 
world-class facilities, and exceptional talent.
In recent years, the Czech Republic has lost out to other countries, especially 
nearby Hungary, which provides significant tax incentives to foreign productions.  
By 2010, fears of missing out made the Czech Republic boost lures for 
filmmakers and new tax breaks, such as the 20% production rebate, have since 
seen studios return. Numerous international productions have been tempted in by 
the incentives and 2013 was a banner year for international productions. 
Producers from the UK, US, Denmark, Norway, South Korea, France and 
Germany filmed their projects here, with the majority of productions being striking 
historical TV series. Film production in the Czech Republic rose 23% that 
year with most of the increase due to foreign film production, which rose 82%. 
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Prague & Us
 

Prague is one of the most fantastic cities in the world with a unique vibe. It looks more romantic than Paris, has more chraracter than Berlin 
and it's not just our opinion - many famous people found inspiration here – Nicholas Cage, Jackie Chan, Sean Connery, Daniel Craig, Tom 
Cruise, Matt Damon, Gerard Depardieu, Johnny Depp, Faye Dunaway, Morgan Freeman, Anthony Hopkins, Angelina Jolie, Peter O’Toole, 

Wesley Snipes, Hilary Swank, Bruce Willis, Elijah Wood and many other stars have lived and worked here.
 

“I’ve had a fantastic experience in Prague in every respect — for cost, for facilities, for hotels, for everything.”
— Dino De Laurentis, Producer

 
 

Prague and the Czech Republic offer far more than stunning locations, sophisticated infrastructure, world-class standarts and hospitality 
services.

 
Producers keep returning because in the Czech Republic they can rely on high production value on location as well as for studio shoots and 

because their project budgets are safe and sound here.
 

Let the local filmi history speak for us:
 

Alien vs Predator, Blade 2, The Brothers Grimm, Casino Royale, Faust, Van Helsing, XXX, Hannibal and Hannibal Rising, Snowpeircer, The 
Chronicles of Narnia, Eurotrip, Everything is illuminated and many many others. Also the most recent project from Prague (to India) – Bang! by 

Siddhart Anand.
 

Our company has over 10 years of experience in filming industry, even though it is not our primary occupation our team includes professionals 
from the production field. We have succesfully managed productions from high to low budget, we always find the perfect solution for your 

specific needs and never compromise.
 

Our partners are the best suppliers, top professionals and skilled crews.
 

We are the best way to make your idea come to life!
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Recent Productions 

For years, the Czech Republic has played host to a number of high-profile Hollywood productions. Locations display a 
considerable amount of versatility, having stood in for other settings, such as Vienna or Germany, as well as being passed 
off as other historical eras.
The 20% production rebate is encouraging numerous countries to shoot here, as are experienced crews and stunning 
locations. Recently, the incentives have helped bring in the first major Chinese shoot in Summer 2014, the $3m romancer 
Somewhere Only We Know, starring Xu Jinglei.
The gold standard for Hollywood films shot in Prague, Miloš Forman’s Amadeus, which won eight Oscars in 1985, was 
shot primarily in Prague, filling in for 19th century Vienna. Only a handful of sets for Amadeus were built in studio (at 
Barrandov); all other locations were found locally in Prague. More recently, G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra also used 
Barrandov Studios in conjunction with local locations.
The year 2011 saw the return of the Mission Impossible franchise after a 15 year hiatus. Mission Impossible: Ghost 
Protocol sees Tom Cruise reprise his role of IMF agent Ethan Hunt and Prague stand in for Moscow. Mission: Impossible, 
Brian De Palma’s 1996 blockbuster was the first big all-star production to come to Prague and also makes great use of 
locations there.
Casino Royale, the 21st James Bond film starring Daniel Craig, is another action fuelled box-office hit to have been shot 
in part in the Czech Republic. Locations in and around Prague cannily filled in for a number of settings: the Václav Havel 
(then-Ruzyne) Airport became Miami International, Army Museum Zizkov transformed into Miami’s Body World exhibition, 
Strahov Monastery became the UK's House of Commons, and Karlovy Vary and Loket memorably filled in for Montenegro 
during the film’s climactic scenes. 
Terry Gillian’s 2005 adventure fantasy film Brothers Grimm, starring Matt Damon and Heath Ledger was shot entirely in 
the Czech Republic.  As was Guillermo del Toro’s “Hellboy” and Paul W. S. Anderson’s Alien Vs. Predator.      
Other high-profile foreign films that have been shot in Prague recently include Lee Tamahori’s epic action-adventure 
Emperor and Daniel Espinosa’s serial-killer thriller Child 44, produced by Ridley Scott, Greg Shapiro and  Michael 
Schaefer. Starring Tom Hardy, Gary Oldman and Vincent Cassel. The film wrapped after 71 days shooting in the country 
with an almost-exclusive Czech crew. Line producer Adam Merims, speaking to Variety magazine, said: “Prague and the 
Czech Republic had the best mix of varied locations within one hour of the city center, and a highly experienced crew 
base.”
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Permits 
There is no central authority which issues filming permits at the national level in the Czech Republic. Instead, 
film permits are issued by municipal authorities and other local administrative bodies. These, by and large, 
welcome filmmakers with an air of hospitality and cooperation in line with the Czech Republic’s reputation as 
a film friendly country. 
Permit application must be in Czech and requirements vary, depending on location. If shooting on private 
property, the production must deal directly with the property owner. With regards to Prague, the country’s 
capital and principal tourist destination, permits must be acquired from the administrative district you are 
shooting in. Prague is divided into 3 such districts, with Prague 3 being the most central. Prague 1 is the 
historical centre. Application for permits must be submitted in Czech at the Town Hall of each district and 
maps of the filming location must be included. Some locations in Prague, such as Charles Bridge, Old Town 
Square, Wenceslas Square and all of the parks are subject to specific conditions and fees.
The general filming permit fee is CZK 20 (roughly USD 1) per square meter per day plus a CZK 200 (USD 
9,5) application fee. Large-scale productions may be subject to an additional fee of CZK 10 per square meter 
per day if they occupy more than 1,000 square meters, shoot three or more consecutive days on the same 
location, significantly affect public transport, or use special effects. Filming at night is another additional CZK 
10 per square meter.
It is recommended you apply for a permit at least 10 working days prior to filming. It can be processed in less 
than 5 days but additional fees will apply.
Small groups of filmmakers that are not using a tripod and/or do not need any space for their equipment do 
not need to apply for a permit.
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FILM INCENTIVES

For what?
• Feature, TV, animation and documentary films (runtime of at least 70 minutes)
• Episodic TV (runtime of at least 40 minutes per episode)

How much?
• 20% rebate on qualifying Czech spend and 10% on qualifying international spend (labour costs related to 
non-resident cast and crew who do not pay income tax in the Czech Republic but who do pay withholding tax 
in this country)
• Eligible spend capped at 80% of the total budget
• In more detail, the grant comprises: 20% of payments to individuals paying income tax in the Czech Republic 
(wherever production takes place), plus 20% of payments to companies paying income tax in the Czech 
Republic (even if used abroad), plus 10% of payments to individuals who do not pay Czech income tax but 
who do pay Czech withholding tax (for the part of production taking place in the Czech Republic).
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Locations 

The Czech Republic’s foremost filmmaking attraction is undoubtedly the capital city Prague. Its period 
architecture has been the main draw for foreign filmmakers since the 1980s. The city has one of the best 
preserved historical centres in Europe - a unique mixture of architectural styles: medieval castles and stone 
bridges, Gothic cathedrals, Baroque churches, Renaissance palaces and Modernist buildings. Locations of 
note are Konopište, Ceský Krumlov, Prague Castle, Divadlo na Vinohradech, Charles Bridge, Old Town 
Square, among countless others. 
Filmmakers have often come to Prague to shoot sights and scenery that no longer exist in Berlin, London, 
Paris and Vienna, at a fraction of what it would cost to shoot in those cities. Not only does the Czech Republic 
offer producers considerable savings over other locations, it also provides the convenience of exteriors and 
stages all in one place. 
In Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol, Prague was disguised as Russia, with Prague Castle being passed off 
as the Kremlin and the Old Sewage Cleaning System as the tunnels under a Russian prison, where IMF 
agents break Ethan Hunt out of prison. 
Elsewhere in the Czech Republic, the exclusive spa city of Karlovy Vary is a recurring location in many major 
foreign films. In Casino Royale it stood in for the Montenegro resort where 007 confronts the film’s terrorist Le 
Chiffre. 
The UNESCO heritage castle area of Cesky Krumlov has been transformed into a German medieval town with 
a big market place populated by 250 extras, 20 horses, sheep, hens and ducks for the upcoming epic action-
adventure film Emperor directed by Lee Tamahori and staring Adrien Brody. 
A number of other large-scale film productions have also taken advantage of the Czech Republic's picturesque 
countryside and historical landmarks. Within easy reach of Prague is the highest density of period castles and 
chateaux in Europe. The beautiful lakes, rolling hills, deep forests, and snow-capped mountains of the Czech 
countryside go through four distinct seasons, so filmmakers can capture any time of year. 
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